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"It’s publish or perish, and he hasn’t published."
“I see by the current issue of ‘Lab News,’ Ridgeway, that you’ve been working for the last twenty years on the same problem I’ve been working on for the last twenty years.”
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Conference Papers

- Binary decision: Accept/reject.
- Short time to from submission to publication (9 months).
- Ideas typically less developed than in a full journal paper.
- Expectations may vary widely across conferences.
- Most conferences require attendance.
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Journal Papers

- Multi-round process.
  - Authors respond to reviewer comments.
  - Most full papers require 2 (or 3) rounds before publication.\(^1\)
  - An (associate) editor is involved in the process.

- Longer time from first submission to publication (18-36 months).
- Greater archival value and impact than conference papers.
- More professional weight, especially in academia.
- Cost varies from free to over a thousand dollars.

\(^1\) One exception is *Electronics Letters.*
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**Books**

- Much more extensive than a paper.
- Typically need to establish research track record first.
- Review process varies by publisher; usually based on a proposal and market survey.
- Most book authors do not make money.

"It doesn't work as a novel. But we're willing to publish it as a desk calendar."

M.C. Valenti (Lane Department of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV, U.S.A.)
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Book Chapters

- Some books are comprised of contributed chapters.
- Chapters are usually invited by the editor.
- Similar in depth to a journal paper, but often tutorial in nature and written with readability in mind.
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An Example Conference

- The review procedures vary from conference-to-conference.
- Rather than making generalizations, we will focus on a particular conference.
- The 2009 IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC).
  - Held in Dresden, Germany.
  - June 14-18, 2009.
- In 2008, ICC was held in Beijing.
  - 3135 papers were submitted.
  - 1102 papers were accepted.
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- The largest of the symposia is the Wireless Communications Symposia (WCS).
- Co-chairs of WCS:
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- 17 Sep. 2008. Register paper in EDAS.
  - Need to select which symposium.
  - Need title, abstract, and author information.
  - 6 pages in double-column format.
  - Can be 7 pages, but will cost extra if accepted.
  - Cannot simply upload the pdf file.
  - Instead, need to upload the latex source files.
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The WCS has a *technical program committee* (TPC) of 287 people.

- Each paper is assigned to 3 TPC members.
- TPC member is responsible for securing one review per paper.
  - TPC member can review paper themselves.
  - TPC member can delegate to other reviewer(s).
- Each TPC member gets about 8 papers assigned to them.
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By Oct. 1,
- Co-chairs verify that papers are in correct symposium.
- Co-chairs deal each paper out to three TPC members.

By Oct. 8, TPC members solicit external reviews.

By Nov. 9, all reviews are due.

Until Nov. 30, critical papers get additional reviews.

Dec. 3, TPC meeting in New Orleans to make preliminary decisions.

Jan. 6, make final decisions.
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Types of Journals

- **Open call:**
  - Authors submit when they are ready.
  - Can be on any topic of interest to the journal.
  - Publication date is indeterminate.

- **Special Issue:**
  - Authors respond to a *call for papers* on a special topic.
  - A set deadline.
  - Typically faster publication dates than open call.
  - Some issues can be very competitive due to limited space in the issue.

- **Letters:**
  - Like open call, no deadline or special topic.
  - Usually short papers (3 pages or less).
  - Like conference, decision is binary (accept/reject).
  - Fastest time to publication.
  - No opportunity to account for reviewer comments.
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Review Timeline

- **First week.**
  - Editor-in-chief assigns to area.
  - Area editor assigns to associate editor.

- **Second week.**
  - Associate editor requests reviews.
  - Invited reviewers accept or decline review requests.
  - At least three reviewers are needed.

- **Next six weeks (often longer).**
  - Papers are with the reviewers.
  - Editor waits for reviews to be submitted.

- **Last week**
  - Once reviews are in, associate editor makes decision.
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- With enough perseverance, it is possible to get published.
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Questions?